Corollq: Let p * = min(po.pl). If the slow subsystem (IO) is uniformly asymptotically stable. then Assumptions I and 2 guarantee that for p E (0. p*). system (1 1) is uniformly asymptotically stable.
The proofs of Theorems I and I1 are in [5] along with a discussion of how these stability results relate to other stability results for singularly perturbed systems. In the next section, these results are applied to the problem of stabilizing the full system ( I ) by reduced-observer slowstate feedback.
REDUCED-OBSERVER SLOW-STATE STAEIILIZATIO&
In Section I the stabilization problem treated in t h s note is introduced. Section I1 presents the stability results needed to establish the results presented in this section. A few general comments are in order before presenting these results.
The state x of slow reduced system (2) resulting from setting p = 0 in the full system ( I ) is an approximation of . x only when the fast dynamics possess certain stability properties. The quasi-equilibrium O = A , , ( r ) T~A 2 , ( r ) 7 + B , ( r ) u (18) must be stable in the sense that for a continuous control
~( t ) .
z must approach to \vithin O ( p ) of f= -A , ' A~, F -AG'B,U (19) within an O(p) interval. A sufficient condition for t h s is the uniform asymptotic stability of the fast subsystem Theorem 1 provides a bound for this uniform asymptotic stability. Since this stability is necessary for ?c to approximate x, it is also necessaq for the reduced-observer state i to approach to within O ( p ) of x . Of course, . ? will not converge to an O ( p ) neighborhood in an O( p ) time interval. Its convergence is dependent on A,( t ) -K , ( f ) C , ( r ) as sholvn in ( 5 ) and (6).
The feedback (7) and observer (4) is to be used to stabilize the slow dynamics of the full system. If we define e = .x -f . and substitute (7) into ( I ) and (4). we obtain and partition (21) accordingly. Setting p = 0, we obtain
It may be shown that choosing KO and K so that ( 6 ) and (8) are uniformly asymptotically stable will provide the uniform asymptotic stability of (23).
Thus the natural choices of K and KO. made based on the assumption that the reduced-system (2) is an adequate model of the full system ( I ) , stabilize (23). Stability Theorems 1 and 2 apply directly where and E , is defined in (23) . The constants y , p. k , k , . k,, o l , u2. MI, M,. and , M 3 may now be defined by (21)-(24). As a result. p, and pl may be defined from which the bound p* may be found.
Assumptions I and 2 guarantee that for p € (O.p*) the full system is stabilized by the slow-state reduced-observer feedback.
In this note. an asymptotic analysis has been made; i.e., it has been shown that. for small enough p. observer-based slow-state feedback will stabilize (I) . For a given system ( I ) , the matrices A,,, E,,. and C,, and the parameter p are given. The parameter p cannot be decreased in order to satisfy the inequality p € (0. p*). However. the matrices K ( r ) and K , ( t ) may be chosen to increase p* (to some extent) through (23). (24). and Theorems 1 and 2. By this means it may be possible to guarantee that observer-based slow-state feedback Kill stabilize (I) . Bounds based on matrix noms tend to be conservative: even if the inequalities in Theorems 1 and 2 are not satisfied and p is small, the approach to observer and control design presented here will often work as desired.
IV. COXLUSION
The main result of this note is the extension of observer designs based on a slow reduced-order system model to the time-varying case. This extension includes a bound p* which may be used to determine whether p in a given system is small enough for K , ( t ) and K ( t ) to assure system stability. Due to the conservativeness of p*. system ( I ) may be stabilized even if the conditions of Theorems I and I1 are not satisfied. 
A o = i ( B C -C B )
njhere i = and where B and C are n by n possibly complex Hermitian matrices. Here the derivation is extended to
A = ( E r i C ) H ( B + r C ) = B 2 + C 2 + i ( B C -C B )
(1) US. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright simple numerical effort is required to evaluate the eigenvalue bounds for and hence
A .
As discussed in the following sections, ( I ) appears in conjunction with the response of a damped mechanical system and of a general first-order asymptotically stable time-invariant linear dynamical system [3].
Of course. it is quite possible to compute the singular values of B + iC directly. rather than compute their bounds. Efficient algorithms for doing so, using the singular value decomposition. are discussed in [4].
However. there are occasions on which it is convenient first to investigate the bounds.
For example, in the damped mechanical system discussed in a subsequent section. the matrices B and C may be written as B = D and C = E + w I where D and E have very simple forms and w > 0 is a "forcing frequency." Using the bounds, it is seen to be straightforward to determine a "resonance frequency" w* maximizing the upper bound on the magnitude of the system response vector. The singular value decomposition algorithms may then be used to evaluate the true value of the magnitude of the response vector, rather than the bound.
for this forcing frequency w*.
Another advantage of determining the bound first is simply that it depends only on the extreme eigenvalues of B and C and can be used quite easily in system design. This is particularly useful for the damped mechanical system in which B and C are essentially the modal damping and stiffness matrices.
EXTENSION OF STRANG'S DFXIVATION
Representing the ordered eigenvalues of the positive definite Hermitian matrix A by n , 3 u 2 3 . . . 3 u,!. and similarly for B and C, the extremal properties of the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices now imply that [2] 
(6.2)
The quantity 9 may be readily evaluated numerically since it is only necessary to search for the minimum over the restricted set of values O < p * S l O < p , < l -l < c o s e < l -l < c o s @ < l .
DAMPED MECHANICAL SYSTEM
As a first application of ( 6 . l ) , (6.2) consider the damped mechanical system
Here. M,, Do. and KO are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, taken to be real, symmetric. and positive definite. The system is asymptotically stable [3].
Equation (7) 
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Equation ( assuming that v2 > 0. Therefore. bounded response in the second-order system seems to lead to a weaker sort of bound for the corresponding first-order system. In particular. The results are applied to a second-order damped mechanical system and to a first-order asymptotically stable time-invariant linear system. Several cases are developed in which the bound becomes infinite. Finally. the effect of system order reduction is illustrated.
